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The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system!
Tigers in trouble? That's what Jack and Annie find when the Magic Tree House whisks them and Teddy, the enchanted dog, to a
forest in India. The rare tigers are being trapped by greedy poachers! Can Jack and Annie find a way to help? Or will a fierce tiger
eat them instead? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack
and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures
The magic treehouse takes Jack and Annie back two thousand years to ancient China where they must find the original copy of an
old legend before the Imperial Library is burned down by the evil Dragon King.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system!
Getting the facts behind the fiction has never looked better. Track the facts with Jack and Annie! When Jack and Annie got back
from their adventure in Magic Tree House #17: Tonight on the Titanic, they had lots of questions. How many people were aboard
the Titanic? Why weren’t there enough lifeboats for all the passengers? How did this “unsinkable” ship sink? What lessons can
we learn from the tragedy? Find out the answers to these questions and more as Jack and Annie track the facts. Filled with up-todate information, photos, illustrations, and fun tidbits from Jack and Annie, the Magic Tree House Fact Trackers are the perfect
way for kids to find out more about the topics they discovered in their favorite Magic Tree House adventures. And teachers can
use Fact Trackers alongside their Magic Tree House fiction companions to meet common core text pairing needs. Did you know
that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who
are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer
and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more
fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system!
Jack and Annie are summoned once again to the fantasy realm of Camelot. There, Merlin the Magician tells them that the Stone of
Destiny has been stolen. The answer to its disappearance lies within a haunted castle. With a young magician named Teddy, Jack
and Annie take on the challenge in an adventure that takes them to new heights and places they couldn’t even imagine! Formerly
numbered as Magic Tree House #30, the title of this book is now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #2: Haunted Castle on Hallows
Eve. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie,
perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House
adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
"Jack and Annie use the magic tree house to travel back in time to 1947 Brooklyn, New York, where they pretend to be batboys at
Jackie Robinson's first game with the Brooklyn Dodgers against the Boston Braves"-Japanese edition of MAGIC TREE HOUSE #17: Tonight on the Titanic by Mary Pope Osborne. In Japanese. Annotation copyright
Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system!
Wildfire! That's what Jack and Annie are up against when they are whisked away to the land of Australia. And they're not alone!
Jack and Annie must help a baby kangaroo and a koala escape from a fire-filled forest. Will they be able to rescue the animals in
time? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie,
perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House
adventures
George and Catherine Stewart share not only the burden of Catherine's heart disease, which could cause her death at any time,
but the memory of Jerome Martell, her first husband and George's closest friend. Martel, a brilliant doctor passionately concerned
with social justice, is presumed to have died in a Nazi prison camp. His sudden return to Montreal precipitates the central crisis of
the novel. Hugh MacLennan takes the reader into the lives of his three characters and back into the world of Montreal in the
thirties, when politics could send an idealist across the world to Spain, France, Auschwitz, Russia, and China before his return
home.
A fun, engaging, 23-page booklet-style Novel Study complete with a challenging, book-based Word Jumble and Word Search. Based on
Mary Pope Osborne's 'Magic Tree House #17: Tonight on the Titanic.' * Follows Common Core Standards * This 23-page booklet-style Novel
Study is designed to follow students throughout the entire book. The questions are based on reading comprehension, strategies and skills.
The Journal is designed to be enjoyable and keep the students engaged. The novel study contains many different types of questions for
students to think about and answer before, during, and after they finish each chapter. Types of questions include: Narrative Elements Predict
Connect Infer Sequence Vocab/Context Clues Character Traits and more... Complete with a challenging, book-based Word Search and Word
Jumble This booklet is in PDF format. For help printing a booklet in Adobe, use the following link: http://helpx.adobe.com/acrobat/kb/printbooklets-acrobat-reader.html Check out the preview! I hope you enjoy :) Magic Tree House #17: Tonight on the Titanic Novel Study - based
on the wonderful story by Mary Pope Osborne Visit my shop, McMarie, at Teacher's Notebook.Or view this product, Tonight on the Titanic:
Magic Tree House #17 Novel Study / Reading Comprehension.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! An
adventure that will shake you up! That's what Jack and Annie get when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to California in 1906. As
soon as they arrive, the famous San Francisco earthquake hits the city. Can Jack and Annie save the day? Or will San Francisco be
destroyed first? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie,
perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have
more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Jack and
Annie are headed to a land of fierce samurai and great beauty, the capital city of Edo (now the city of Tokyo), in ancient Japan in the 1600s.
They bring only a research book to guide them and a magic wand with three special rules. Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House #37, the
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title of this book is now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #9: Dragon of the Red Dawn. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book
for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions:
More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures
Their magic tree house takes Jack and Annie back to retrieve a lost story in ancient Greece, where they witness the original Olympic games
and are surprised to find what girls of the time were not allowed to do.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Who
wants to vacation next to a volcano? Jack and Annie are about to find out when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to the days of the
Roman Empire. They arrive in Pompeii and soon discover that it is the very day the city will be destroyed. Now Jack and Annie must race
against time to find an ancient library before it is buried in ash! Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging
adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your
favorite Magic Tree House adventures
"The magic tree house whisks Jack and Annie back in time to meet famed Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius!"-The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Getting
the facts behind the fiction has never looked better. Track the facts with Jack and Annie! When Jack and Annie got back from their adventure
in Magic Tree House #22: Revolutionary War on Wednesday, they had lots of questions. What was it like to live in colonial times? Why did
the stamp Act make the colonists so angry? Who were the Minutemen? What happened at the Boston Tea Party? Find out the answers to
these questions and more as Jack and Annie track the facts. Filled with up-to-date information, photos, illustrations, and fun tidbits from Jack
and Annie, the Magic Tree House Fact Trackers are the perfect way for kids to find out more about the topics they discovered in their favorite
Magic Tree House adventures. And teachers can use Fact Trackers alongside their Magic Tree House fiction companions to meet common
core text pairing needs. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and
Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! "Beware
of Vikings!" warns Morgan. Then Jack and Annie are whisked back to ancient Ireland. They land on a cliff on a misty island. How will they find
the story they are looking for? It will take a Viking invasion, the help of a jolly monk, and a lot of courage for Jack and Annie to succeed in
Viking Ships at Sunrise. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and
Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures

"The magic tree house whisks Jack and Annie away to Greenland where they discover they've traveled back in time to meet Lief
Erikson"-Eight-year-old Jack and his younger sister Annie find a magic treehouse, which whisks them back to an ancient time zone where
they see live dinosaurs.
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Downstairs Girl comes the richly imagined story of Valora and Jamie Luck,
twin British-Chinese acrobats traveling aboard the Titanic on its ill-fated maiden voyage. Valora Luck has two things: a ticket for
the biggest and most luxurious ocean liner in the world, and a dream of leaving England behind and making a life for herself as a
circus performer in New York. Much to her surprise though, she's turned away at the gangway; apparently, Chinese aren't allowed
into America. But Val has to get on that ship. Her twin brother Jamie, who has spent two long years at sea, is there, as is an
influential circus owner, whom Val hopes to audition for. Thankfully, there's not much a trained acrobat like Val can't overcome
when she puts her mind to it. As a stowaway, Val should keep her head down and stay out of sight. But the clock is ticking and she
has just seven days as the ship makes its way across the Atlantic to find Jamie, perform for the circus owner, and convince him to
help get them both into America. Then one night the unthinkable happens, and suddenly Val's dreams of a new life are crushed
under the weight of the only thing that matters: survival.
Read the adventure and track the facts—it's two great ebooks in one! Join Jack and Annie as they travel to ancient Greece to meet
Alexander the Great and his famous horse in Magic Tree House® #49: Stallion by Starlight. Then uncover the facts behind the
fiction in Magic Tree House® Fact Tracker: Horse Heroes. It’s two favorite ebooks in one! Find out why Mary Pope Osborne’s #1
New York Times bestselling series is such a hit with kids, parents, and teachers around the world.
Fans of Mary Pope Osborne's mega bestselling Magic Tree House series will love to keep their own notebook—just like Jack and
Annie! This fun, full-color journal is filled with lists of things Jack and Annie have found in Frog Creek—such as squirrels, ladybugs,
dandelions, and spiderwebs; places they've been in the world; and ideas for fun activities, along with plenty of space for kids to
write their own lists. Includes a sticker sheet for kids to decorate their lists and highlight their favorites.
Jack and Annie must travel back in time to New Orleans in 1915 to help a teenaged Louis Armstrong fulfill his destiny and become
the "King of Jazz."
"Originally published in hardcover in the United States as Danger in the darkest hour by Random House Children's Books, New
York, in 2015."--Title page verso.
For use in schools and libraries only. Explores the history of the steamship Titanic, from Thomas Andrews' plans for "the safest
ship on the ocean" to the lingering questions concerning its disastrous maiden voyage in 1912.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Jack and
Annie don't need another mummy. But that's what they get when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to ancient Egypt. There they meet
a long-dead queen who needs their help. Will Jack and Annie be able to solve the puzzle, or will they end up as mummies themselves? Did
you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who
are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures
Jack and Annie travel to Ancient Greece, where they meet Alexander the Great and help him tame a wild stallion.
"Jack and Annie travel in the magic tree house to Galveston, Texas on September 8, 1900--the day of the worst natural disaster in US
history."-Read the adventure and track the facts—it's two great ebooks in one! Join Jack and Annie as they travel to 1912 and on the maiden voyage of
the Titanic in Magic Tree House® #17: Tonight on the Titanic. Then uncover the facts behind the fiction in Magic Tree House® Fact Tracker:
Titanic. It’s two favorite ebooks in one! Find out why Mary Pope Osborne’s #1 New York Times bestselling series is such a hit with kids,
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parents, and teachers around the world.
The magic tree house takes Jack and his sister Annie to the Great Plains where they learn about the life of the Lakota Indians.
Explores the history of the steamship Titanic, from Thomas Andrews' plans for "the safest ship on the ocean" to the lingering questions
concerning its disastrous maiden voyage in 1912. Simultaneous.
The magic tree house whisks Jack and Annie to Washington D.C. in the 1860s where they meet Abraham Lincoln and collect a feather that
will help break a magic spell.
When Jack and Annie got back from their adventure in Magic Tree House: Dinosaurs Before Dark; they had lots of questions. When did the
dinosaurs live? What other animals lived at that time? Which dinosaur was biggest? How do we know about dinosaurs?
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Titanic
trouble! Jack and Annie are in for an exciting, scary, and sad adventure when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to the decks of the
Titanic. Is there anything they can do to help the ill-fated ship? Will they be able to save anyone? Will they be able to save themselves? Did
you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who
are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures
Explores the history of the steamship Titanic, from Thomas Andrews' plans for "the safest ship on the ocean" to the lingering questions
concerning its disastrous maiden voyage in 1912.
The #1 bestselling chapter book is now a graphic novel! Magic. Mystery. Time-travel. Get whisked back in time in the magic tree house with
Jack and Annie! Where did the tree house come from? Before Jack and Annie can find out, the mysterious tree house whisks them to the
prehistoric past. Now they have to figure out how to get home. Can they do it before dark...or will they become a dinosaur's dinner? For the
first time in graphic novel--live the adventure again in the very first Magic Tree House book, with new art from comic artists Kelly and Nichole
Matthews!
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Cannon
fire! That's what Jack and Annie hear when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to the time of the American Civil War. There they meet a
famous nurse named Clara Barton and do their best to help wounded soldiers. It is their hardest journey in time yet—and the one that will
make the most difference to their own lives! Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House:
Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for
the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic
Tree House adventures
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